Abstract: At this article, a methodology for modeling and animation of complex dynamic system is described on its two components: the former consisting on the algorithms for modeling, by means of implementing fuzzy cognitive maps; the latter consisting of the visual representation module which was developed on Macromedia Flash. This last module, more than just a simple graphic user interface, allows a reactive animation of the system according to the values received from the modeling component. Both components are connected over TCP/IP, letting them operate on separate machines. A coral ecosystem representation is shown in the animation along with the variables and relations that are related to this environment, in order to predict how these variables affect the life and development of this ecosystem.
I. Introduction
Fuzzy logic has shown a great potential to model systems from the information gathered from an expert, or from experimental input and output data of the modelled process. From these lattest techniques, methods based on neural networks, genetic algorithms and clustering and classification are emphasized.
The algorithms for fuzzy clustering represent the most adequate technique to obtain fuzzy models, been the fuzzy C-Means [1] and Gustafson-Kessel [2] the most employed. Many variations have been proposed for these clustering algorithms. Nauck y Kruse [3] , [4] propose techniques of neuro-fuzzy clustering; Espinosa y Vandewalle [5] present a methodology to extract rules from data in a framework of linguistic integrity including merging algorithms to group sets whose modal values are at a very close distance. Sala [6] , [7] introduces a novelty technique based on the inference error to approximate functions using sum-1 partitions with triangular sets; Diez et al [8] propose variations to clustering algorithms in order to improve interpretability and to discover similar local structures in the obtained fuzzy models. Paiva y Dourado [9] present a model generated by training a neuro-fuzzy network implemented in two phases: At the first phase, the model structure is obtained using a subtractive clustering algorithm, which permits to extract the rules from the input and output data; at the second phase, the tuning of the model parameters is performed by a neural network with back propagation. Guillaume and Charnomordic [10] propose a strategy to generate interpretable fuzzy partitions from data in which they incorporate an algorithm, which they name hierarchical fuzzy partition (HFP), which instead of adding data on each iteration, adds fuzzy sets. They also present a fuzzy set merge algorithm based on adequate metrics which guarantee semantic interpretability.
But, despite of the advances made on this area, still exist there processes for which don´t exist enough information, neither on data nor on expert knowledge, to obtain a good model from the techniques mentioned before. Is on this cases where fuzzy cognitive maps show their best advantages [11] .
II. Fuzzy Cognitive Maps
Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCM) are directed graphs, in which the nodes represent concepts and the arcs the causal influences between them. The arc weight tells how many influence exercises a node over other node. If the weight value is zero, the antecessor node has no influence over his predecessor node. If the weight is positive, a directly proportional causal influence will exist, so if there is an increase or decrease in the valuation of the antecessor node, there will be a proportional increase or decrease in the valuation of the predecessor node. If on the contrary, the weight sign is negative, it will indicate an inverse or negative causal influence.
The behavior or dynamics of the modeled system will be obtained feeding back the cognitive map starting from an initial state. Fuzzy cognitive maps can model systems in which events, actions, values, goals or processes occurs. The system modeling is made based on the outputs coming from its feed back. The information shaped on the cognitive map shall come from experts. In the case of the example shown, experts has pointed out that foreign investment C1 has a relatively high positive effect over employment C2 and, also, employment C2 has a causal negative effect on social conflictiveness C4. In other words, an increase in foreign investment should bring as a consequence a significant increase on employment and an increase on employment would bring as a consequence a great decrease on the social conflicts of the country under study.
At the upper part of figure 1 an input array indicating a sudden increase on foreign investment and on social conflictiveness is shown, whose results will be analyzed later on this article.
An FCM Works as a mono layer neural network similar to the Hopfield model, but with auto concurrent connections and step, sigmoid and linear activation functions. To calculate the states, the procedure employed at the Hopfield model is used, replacing the multiplication and addition operation with the fuzzy operators conjunction and disjunction respectively. Table II shows the results of a FCM applied to the socio-politic problem posed at first. A step activation function was used. The final results calculated by the FCM to the supplied input, which represented a high foreign investment C1 and a high social conflictiveness C4, indicates that a high level of employment C2 will be reached, the social conflictiveness C2 will disappear and the government will reach stability C5. The FCM gets stable at the 5 th iteration. Table III shows the results calculated by the FCM using a lineal and Hamacher's t-conorma [12] 
where a and b are two consecutive elements from the column of the adjacent matrix under evaluation, after been affected by the input array or the resulting array from the last iteration. This T-conorma replaces the fuzzy disjunction operator MAX, in order to achieve softer state changes on each iteration.
The calculation required 29 iterations, showing results more accordingly with reality. You can appreciate now that a high foreign investment C1 and a high social conflictiveness C4 will cause an employment level C2 medium-high, the social conflictiveness C4 won't disappear but will be notably reduced and the government will achieve a medium stability C5. Finally, a decrease on foreign investment C1 will be witnessed because of the presence of social conflictiveness in the country. 
III. Balance of a FCM
When the information inserted on the FCM is not totally correct it can result on inexact or wrong data or even the system can fall on infinite loops. For these reasons, we need tools to avoid these problems. One of the possible solutions of the no convergence of the cognitive fuzzy map consists on searching methods to balance the map before its implementation.
The concepts or nodes, in a fuzzy cognitive map, connects between them on a direct way, with an arc joining two consecutive nodes, or indirectly, by a trajectory or lace.
A fuzzy cognitive map is considered balanced if two or more laces are found between two nodes with causal influence of equal sign. In any other case, they are considered unbalanced or not equilibrated.
a. The total effect is positive if the relationships, direct or indirect, of a node over other node are all positive. b. The total effect is negative if the relationships, direct or indirect, of a node over other node are all negative. c. The total effect is unknown if the relationships, direct or indirect, of a node over other node are not all of the same sign.
Many authors have proposed methods to determine the level of balance of a FCM. Between them, we can emphasize: a. Nakamura [13] proposes that the total effect of a node over other node should have the sign of the shortest lace between the two nodes.
b. Harary [14] proposed this formula:
where p is the number of positive semi cycles and n is the total number of semi cycles in the graph. If a is equal to 1 the FCM is balanced, and if it is equal to zero it is unbalanced. c. Tsadiras y Margaritis [15] This last method was implemented on the software to determine the level of balance.
IV. FCM Implementation
To implement the system, we decided to split the software using a two layer model, with a presentation and an application layer; as the system data are not persistent, but dynamic with constant change during execution -after all, we only need the result data-, a data layer was not implemented in the software architecture. At the presentation layer, a virtual environment is shown which changes in real time, while in the application layer all the modeling and FCM management functions were grouped. This task distribution permitted the specialization of the system components in specific functions (animation and modeling), using software specifically designed to the requirements of each component, whilst permitting the development of each layer independently one of the another by a modeling and an animation designer teams, aiming to match the precision of the model with a very attractive and realistic animation. The fundamental characteristic of a reactive system [5] is that it is not limited to produce a final value, but is in permanent interaction with its environment, like a real time system. For this reason, the animation of a reactive system requires more exigent characteristics than a graphical user interface; this is why we are going to merge the most advanced tools to model virtual environments in real time with the power of calculation of a general purpose programming language.
The presentation layer was implemented using Macromedia Flash, due to its great flexibility to create and manipulate effectively animated representations of virtual worlds, while in the application layer we implemented a remote procedure call service coded in C++. The programming language election was made because of the calculation power, the optimization of the native machine code generated by its compilers, and most of all, because of the portability of the CGI programs between different software platforms and web servers.
The communications between both layers will be possible by means of message passing coded in x-www-formurlencoded MIME format of pairs name=value, to send the requests as long as to receive the responses from a web server, as it is schematized in the figure 2.
At the application layer, a RPC service was implemented as a procedure library written in C++ to manage FCM and an entry point, where packets formed by pairs {name=value} are received by the POST method, unpacked to determine which procedure to execute and its arguments, and finally to perform the calculations.
Figure 2. System Architecture
To pass arguments and return values on the application, pass by value was implemented for scalar types, while copy/restore was implemented for array types.
The RPC service receives as request a packet formed by pairs name=value x-www-form-urlencoded codified, and the unpacking procedure is as follows: First, the procedure id number is unpacked, which lets the application reference a procedure table with information such as which is the procedure, how many arguments it receives, which are they types and which is the expected return type of the procedure.
When the argument number and types has been identified, the application unpacks the scalar arguments and unserializes the arrays passed by argument, if any; assumption of correctness was made for the argument passing. At this point everything is ready to invoke the native procedure, so it is invoked with the processed arguments. The return value (only one output value or none was implemented) is serialized if it is an array and packed again using a name=value pair. Finally, the response is sent to the caller application layer through the web server, the process is shown in Fig.3 . In the case of the presentation layer, the rendering engine of the software will periodically invoke remote procedures of the application layer to update the current state of the virtual environment, and will allow the user intervention in real time to specify operation parameters as the time dimension increases. The processing of the remote calls is similar to the procedure performed at the application layerbut lighter-, and the general schema is shown below.
Figure 4. Presentation layer functioning
The network learning process consists in assigning to every weight the causal influence values supplied by an expert, which will form the adjacent matrix. Fig. 5 shows the user interface, where the expert chooses the number of nodes and the type of activation function to use. Following, the adjacent matrix is generated, where the weights of every causal influence is introduced to the system. To run the program, the user should introduce also an initial state array and then appreciate each of the resulting states at each iteration.
An implementation of a virtual reality system for a coral ecosystem has been included, which has required the use of lineal or sigmoid activation functions, so the changes in state can be rendered continually and allows a more pleasant virtual environment. It was also needed to replace the aggregation operation (OR) MAX with the Hamacher's TConorma. Figure 6 presents the cognitive map of an example included in the software about a coral environment (brain coral), the adjacent matrix and each of the states generated from the initial information.
Figure 6. Coral ecosystem FCM
At this example, two fuzzy concepts or nodes has been considered, temperature (C2) and salinity (C8). This is because the causal effect of the temperature over the brain coral can be positive or negative; high or low temperatures (below or above 24 °C ) can have negative effects, but temperatures near 24 °C are optimal to the development of brain coral, in other words, has a positive causal effect; something similar happens with salinity. So, the causal effect of these nodes are not represented by a fix value at the adjacent matrix, the weight and sign depends on the ownership level of temperature, or salinity, to the fuzzy set that represents each concept. Users store at the adjacent matrix the causal effects of each node over the other (sign and weight), except for the nodes which correspond to the concepts of temperature and salinity. To this latter case, users introduce values for temperature and salinity (0 corresponds with the optimum level of salinity) and the program then calculates and introduces in the adjacent matrix the ownership level obtained from the different fuzzy sets. Figure 8 shows the virtual environment of the coral ecosystem, which responds unforeseeable, according to the information on the FCM and the initial state. 
V. Conclusions
Fuzzy cognitive maps are a valuable tool to analyze relationships between concepts and to model systems with very complex dynamics which are practically impossible to model with mathematic equations.
Including in the FCM implementation the level of balance of the fuzzy cognitive map let us test in an earlier stage the veracity of the information at the adjacent matrix.
When implementing a FCM special care should be taken in the selection of the activation function, as in the selection of the aggregation method, because, especially at the latter, the selection depends on the kind of system that is been modeling.
